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The year is 2296. We have established nearly six hundred stations across the known system. We

believe weâ€™re invincible. We arenâ€™t. Not by a long shot. When a guard discovers an

unidentified lifeform near her remote moon station, she disregards protocol to investigate it. The

consequences are catastrophic. We have established nearly six hundred stations across the known

system. The parasitic, shapeshifting alien spreads through them like wildfire. It cannot be reasoned

with. Itâ€™s near-impossible to kill. And its sole purpose is to butcher every human it can find.We

have established nearly six hundred stations across the known system.And weâ€™re on the

threshold of losing them all.
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I originally read Parasite in installments when it was released as a five-installment series called

Cymic Parasite Breach.Parasite is divided into five stories that take place at outposts on moons or

semi-planets, and each one is isolated from other outposts throughout the system, either by

distance or by both distance and lack of communication. While each section (station) is its own



complete story with its own set of fully developed characters, they all encounter the same horrible

creature.Each scene is written so beautifully that, for me, it was like a movie projector was switched

on. I would be delighted to see this story play out on the big screen. It is fast-paced and flows

smoothly, making it an exciting readâ€¦though you may want to leave your lights on when you go to

bed.â€‹Parasite is a fantastic blend of horror and science fiction, making it a must-read for science

fiction fans.

I have read and left reviews when the book was a series. All I can say is, I'm glad she put the series

in a book. I would just finish one book of theseries and couldn't wait for another to come out. The

stories starts simple enough, some explorers on a substation find these plants and take them in for

examination. Time goes by. The main station gets a lot of Help calls, much more than usual. One

ship arrives at a sub station and he story begins.Of course I'm not going to tell you more and ruin

the story for you. Believe me, if you've read any of the stories by the author, Darcy Coates, you

know what a devious and mysterious mind she has. This story has so many twists and turns that

you will be up half the night reading it...it is that good.

This is really good and well written.Just be careful before buying though, because this used to be 5

separate books and you may already have them.Each one focuses on a different station with new

characters.Very enjoyable

Fast paced and vivid descriptions. Many twists and turns. Kept me hooked until the end. Hope for

more like it.
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